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Abstract

In line with technological developments, the use of technology can no longer be avoided, including its integration in learning. One of technology that can be integrated in learning is a calculator. This research was aimed to (1) describe the comparison of calculator utilization in several countries, (2) describe the potential calculator utilization in Indonesia, (3) map mathematical material in the elementary school (SD)/junior high school (SMP)/senior high school (SMA)/vocational school (SMK) curriculum that can be integrated using calculators, (4) compile examples of the use of calculators in the mathematics class, (5) mapping the type of calculator utilization in each material in the SD/SMP/SMA/SMK curriculum and (6) identifying the features of the Casio ID Plus and Classwiz calculators that can be used at every school level.

This research is a curriculum development research, especially the curriculum review stage. The review was conducted by benchmarking calculator utilization with other countries, focus group discussion (FGD) about the urgency for calculator utilization for schools in Indonesia, and mapping mathematical material that can be integrated with calculators. The benchmarks are carried out by reviewing the literature and inviting experts, and the countries as the focus of the study were Singapore, Malaysia, Australia, Finland and the USA. The FGD on the urgency of calculator utilization was conducted with 12 curriculum reviewer participants, 10 collaborators from Universities, SEAMEO QITEP, Curriculum and Learning Centers and Educational Assessment Centers. The material mapping that requires a calculator was conducted by 12 college (PT) reviewers for elementary school, junior high school, senior high school and vocational school levels. Data analysis was done by quantitative and qualitative methods.

The results showed that (1) Singapore, Malaysia, Australia, Finland and America have integrated calculators, and it helped students explore concepts, material representations, results affirmations, and number computations that make students master mathematics; 2) calculators have the potential to be utilized and integrated in mathematics learning; (3) The basic competency map (peta kompetensi dasar) of mathematics subjects from the elementary, middle, high school and vocational curriculum that can be integrated with calculators have been compiled; (4) examples of the use of calculators in mathematics learning have been compiled, which can be used as references for developing/designing teaching materials; (5) calculators at all levels of education based on curriculum maps and examples of their use in class, are predominantly used to explore mathematical concepts, which support learning in accordance with Curriculum 2013; (6) ID Plus calculator features for dominant in elementary school were Comp, Check, and Stat, for SMP are Comp, Check, and Table features, for high schools and vocational schools that use Classwiz, the dominant features used in SMA were Table, Spreadsheet, Calculate, and Matrix, and for Vocational Schools, the dominant features were Calculate, Spreadsheet, Table, and Matrix. From the results of this research, it is expected that there will be a follow-up in the form of explicit writing in regulatory text concerning the integration of calculators in mathematics teaching and learning, the preparation of teaching materials based on curriculum maps of calculator utilization, and training to improve teacher competence in integrating calculators in mathematics class.